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Abstract-We report two experiments with stimuli composed of dynamic noise stereograms in which 
binocular disparity was modulated sinusoidally with chan_res in vertical spatial position. The experi- 
ments demonstrated that the human visual system contains independent stereoscopic mechanisms selec- 
tively tuned for different spatial frequencies of disparity modulation. The first experiment showed that 
observers can just detect a compound disparity grating when at least one of two presented sinusoidal 
components is close to its own independent threshold amplitude. The second experiment demonstrated 
selective threshold elevation following prolonged viewing of a disparity grating (selective adaptation). 
The results suggest that the stereoscopic mechanisms have rather broad sensitivity to the spatial fre- 
quency of disparity modulation: 2-3 octaves full-bandwidth at half-amplitude. We conclude. first. that 
there exist multiple stereoscopic mechanisms each characterized by a different extent of spatial pooling. 
Secondly. the bandpass characteristic we have observed implies that these mechanisms must receive 
lateral inhibition from disparity detectors tuned to adjacent positions in space. 

ISTRODL’CTIOS 

Direct psychophysical evidence for the existence of 
disparity-selective mechanisms in the human visual 
system was presented by Blakemore and Julesz (1971). 
They reported a repulsion aftereffect in the perceived 
depth of a random-dot stereogram (Julesz, 1971) fol- 
lowing prolonged viewing of a cyclopean form in 
depth. But Blakemore and Julesz were unable to draw 
conclusions concerning the nature of the stereoscopic 
mechanisms involved. Logically, there exist a number 
of alternative underlying mechanisms which could 
account for such results. 

As has been previously pointed out (e.g. Ganz. 
1966; Blakemore and Sutton. 1969: Anstis, 1975: Nel- 
son, 1977). the presence of figural aftereffects suggests 
the existence of a domain of tuned channels along 
which stimuli are represented. In this view, an after- 
effect would be due to a resulting imbalance in the 
overall response distribution following fatigue or inhi- 
bition of a subset of channels through adaptation or 
simultaneous induction. What is left unsp’ecified by 
the Blakemore and Julesz finding. however. is the 
specific nature of the underlying stereoscopic domain. 
In this paper we explore the idea that different stereo- 
scopic mechanisms exist which are each sensitive to 
only a selective range of the sinusoidal components 
present in a form-in-depth. 

Study of the visual analysis bf form in the 
luminance domain has revealed the existence of mech- 
anisms selectively sensitive to different spatial fre- 
quencies of luminance modulation (e.g. Blakemore 
and Campbell. 1969; Graham and Nachmias, 1971). 
Julesz and Miller (1975) have studied the relevance of 
these channels to stereopsis. The experiments we de- 
scribe are nor concerned with these channels, but 
rather with the characteristics of visual sensitivity to 
stereoscopic form-in-depth when luminance-domain 
form is held constant. 

A relevant study was performed by Tyler (1975a) 
who reported tilt and size aftereffects following pro- 

longed viewing of a random-dot stereogram portray- 
ing a disparity grating. This stimulus consists of 
stationary horizontally-oriented bars which are per- 
ceived to ripple sinusoidally in depth from the top to 
bottom of the stereogram. Disparity gratings are pro- 
duced through sinusoidal variation of disparity, along 
the vertical axis, in random-dot stereograms which 
contain no monocular cues to either form or depth. 
After adaptation to a disparity grating in which the 
bars were tilted off true horizontal (that is. rotated 
about an axis passing through the line-of-sight). a 
horizontally oriented test disparity grating appeared 
tilted in the opposite direction to that of the adapting 
grating. In addition, Tyler observed a perceived shift 
in the spatial frequency of a disparity grating after 
adapting to a disparity grating of slightly different 
spatial frequency. By analogy with interpretations 
given similar results using luminance gratings (Camp- 
bell and Maffei, 1971: Blakemore and Suttdn, 1969; 
Blakemore et al., 1970; Anstis, 1975). Tyler inferred 
the existence of channels selective for the orientation 
and spatial frequency of depth patterns. Evidence 
from our first experiment supports the conclusion 
that there exist independent mechanisms selectively 
tuned to the spatial frequency of disparity modula- 
tion. Using the threshold elevation technique of Pan- 
tle and Sekuler (1968) and Blakemore and Campbell 
(1969). we have also found that these mechanisms are 
more broadly tuned than the analogous channels in 
the luminance domain. In discussing these results, we 
will describe several implications for the pooling pro- 
cesses in global stereoscopic processing. 

GENERAL METHODS 

A block diagram of our apparatus is shown in Fig. I. 
The dynamic stereoscbpic display was generatsd on the 
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Fig. 1. Block diagram for experimental apparatus: for description. see text 

faces of two identical Tektronix 602 oscilloscopes (P31 
phosphor). which were positioned at the left and right arms 
of a long enclosure and viewed through a pair of front 
surface mirrors set approximately at a right angle to one 
another. The two mirrors were mounted on sprmg loaded 
bolts and were adjusted so that the two displays were both 
easily fused and accommodated by observers. The oscillo- 
scope screens were viewed from a distance of 80cm and 
subtended 5.7’ vertically and 7.4” horizontally. Stereo- 
scopic diagonal cross-hairs were added to aid fixation. 

The X-axis position of the beam of both scopes was 
swept by the same triangular wave from a Wavetek 180 
function generator at a frequency of I I kHz. The Y-axis 
position of both scopes was also identically driven by a 
60 Hz sawtooth. each cycle of which was triggered by a 
pulse from a PDP-8 computer. Finally, the signal from a 
General Radio 1390-A noise generator was sent to the 
Z-axis input of both oscilloscopes. (The noise was low-pass 
and of uniform spectrum level to S MHz which under the 
conditions of display resulted in a uniform spatial fre- 
quency spectrum, in the vertical orientation, to 31 cycles 
per degree of visual angle.) Hence, for a zero dispariry con- 
dition. the display on each scope was identical. When 
viewed stereoscopically the observer saw a flat surface in 
the fronto-p~allel plane composed of random and con- 
tinuously changing noise. 

The mean amplitude of the signal from’the noise genera- 
tor determined the mean luminance of the screens. which 
was the same for each screen. namely 5.5cd;m’. The ex- 
perimental room was otherwise dark. Conditions were 
such that there was strong apparent movement of the 
specks of light on the screen. but no perception of 60 Hz 
flicker. 

The generation of patterns in stereoscopic depth was 
accomplished by having the PDP-8 access repeatedly a list 
of 500 numbers stored in core memory. Each cycle of 500 
numbers was initiated at the same time as the trigger pulse 
which controlled the onset of the Y-axis sawtooth. Each 
number was sent in sequence to a digital-to-anafog con- 
verter whose voltage output was then electronicalfy 
summed with the X-axis raster voltage. The D-A voltage 
was summed directly with the raster going to the .X-axis of 
the right eye’s scope. but was electronically inverted before 
summing with the X-axis raster of the left eye’s scope. 

The read-out of the numeric array was synchron~ed and 
phase-locked with the 60 Hz frame rate of the oscilio- 
scopes, Hence. the numeric protile of 500 numbers was 
converted to a horizontal positional displacement of the 
noise fields, of equal magnitude but in opposite directions 
for the two scopes. By this means, a horizontal binocular 

disparity was introduced between corresponding noise ele- 
ments on an entire horizontal line, but each individual line 
could have any desired disparity. Each such line subtended 
56” arc of vertical width. The left- and right-most edges of 
each noise field were occluded by the edge of the osciilo- 
scope screen under conditions of the largest displacement 
used. fn this fashion, there were no monocular cues to the 
form of the surface to be portrayed in depth. 

Our experiments employed stimuli in which disparity 
was modulated sinusoidally from the top to the bottom of 
the screens. The stereoscoptc view was of a stationary sinu- 
soidal grating in depth. the long axis of the bars extending 
from left to right. Under control of the computer were the 
spatial frequency of the bars (number of cycles per degree 
of visual angle). the amplitude of disparity modulation. and 
the mean disparity around which modulation occurred. In 
thr present experiments. the mean disparity value was 
.tlways held constant at zero. Our gratings are thus similar 
to stimuli used by Tyler (1974. 1975a). except that his 
stimuli were static while the noise we use is dynamic in 
time. A photograph of the display (integrating 1 frames) 
appears in Fig 2. Viewed stereoscopically. the display 
shows a sinusotd in depth. 

The results which we report here all are based on psy- 
chophysical measurements of the minimum ampiitude of 
disparity modulation required for the observer to detect 
the presence of a briefly flashed disparity grating Thresh- 
olds were measured by the method of limits with steps of 
2.5” of arc. For a single threshold determination. measure- 
ments were taken on four ascending and four descending 
runs, and a threshold estimate was computed by taking the 
mean of the eight settings. For simple gratings, four differ- 
ent stimuli were measured concurrently, with the computer 
randomly intermixing stimuli as well as ascending or de- 
scending runs. Occassionally, thresholds for only two dir- 
ferent stimuli were concurrently determined. 

At all times when a test stimulus was not being pre- 
sented. a zero disparity conditioning field was present. 
When ready. the observer initiated a triaf by pressing a 
microswitch. After a random delay of up to IOOmsec. a 
disparity grating was briefly presented and was then im- 
mediately replaced by the conditioning field. The stimulus 
duration was 50msec for the highly practiced of our two 
observers. and 100msec for the other, less experienced 
observer. (For the latter. 100 msec was the briefest duration 
that could reliably be used without much additional train- 
ing: both durations used were too brief to allow vergence 
or saccadic eye movements correlated with the onset of the 
stimulus.) 

Basic data on the disparity thresholds of simple gratings 



Fio ’ -_. -. Photograph of display. Shutter speed was chosen to integrate four successive frames; this gives 
an appearance similar to when display is viewed by eye. 
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were _uathered by repeating the block of eight settings from 
five to eight times for each spatial frequency investigated. 
For each spatial frequency. our estimate of threshold was 
the mean of the results of these repetitions. Thus. each 
threshold estimate represents 10 10 64 settings. 

Observers were dark-adapted for 2--1min lo the 
luminance level of the oscilloscope screens before each ses- 
sion. Head movements were minimized by use of a chin 
rest and a forehead support. Normal pupils were used. One 
observer. RS. (one of the authors). was hi@y practiced. 
while the other observer. LA. was inexpenenced at the 
beginning of training and was naive throughout with re- 
spect lo the experimental goals. Both wore normal refrac- 
tive correction and had good stereovision as judged from 
accurate perception of the complex stereogram figures in 
Julesz (1971). 

EXPERIMENT I 

Introduction 

In order to give direct test to the idea that there 
exist multiple mechanisms tuned to various spatial 
frequencies of disparity modulation. we employed the 
methodology developed by Graham and Nachmias 
(1971) in their study of the detection of patterns vary- 
ing in the spatial frequency of luminance modulation. 
Since the theory underlying the models which are 
being contrasted here has been described in detail 
elsewhere (see. for example. Graham and Nachmias, 
1971; Sachs er al., 1971; Graham, 1978; Kulikowski 
and King-Smith, 1973; Graham et al., 1978). we will 
provide here only a general summary of the reasoning 
to be pursued. 

Consider that the sensitivity of the visual system to 
cyclopean stimuli (Julesz. 1971) varying in disparity 
across space may be modeled by an appropriate 
neural network or set of networks. The characteristics 
of such networks would probably include the extent 
of excitation and inhibition between units sensitive to 
different disparities and spatial positions. Such 
networks may be stimulated by periodic stereoscopic 
patterns which. for convenience. can vary in disparity 
only in one spatial direction. One may characterize 
the rate of repetition of such a pattern as its spatial 
frequency. or number of cycles of disparity modula- 
tion per degree of visual angle. Each neural network 
would respond in a characteristic way to each spatial 
frequency of disparity modulation. With regard to 
sensory thresholds, we may assume that an observer’s 
threshold is reduced just when the networks sensitive 
to the test pattern reach a criterion response. Further, 
we may assume for convenience that near threshold a 
network’s response is roughly linear with small 
changes in the intensity of the stimulus. 

Now. if there exists only a single mechanism sensi- 
tive to cyclopean disparity modulation. then. in this 
single-channel model, there will be a single network 
which underlies sensitivity to all disparity gratings of 
any spatial frequency. Assume that such a network is 

at threshold when input with a grating of spatial fre- 
quency i c/deg and having an amplitude which can be 
denoted A; (” for threshold). Then, simultaneously in- 
putting another grating of spatial frequency j c/deg at 
subthreshold disparity amplitude Ai-’ will. in gen- 
eral, increase the response of the network and conse- 
quently the visibility of the compound stimulus. To 
set the compound stimulus i + j back to threshold. 

one could reduce the amplitude A, until the network 
response is back to criterion. Whether the network is 
linear or not should be considered as a separate ques- 
tion from the fact that the response of a single 
network will. in general, be increased by any ad- 
ditional signal. The magnitude of the increase may. 
however. be phase-dependent. 

But now consider the possibility that there are 
several. independent. mechanisms. cdch sensitive to a 
different range of spatial frequencies of cyclopean dis- 
parity modulation. In this multiple-channel model. if 
the network sensitive to pattern i is responding at 

threshold, and if this network has characteristics mak- 
ing it insensitive to pattern j. then we would expect to 
be able to add quite substantial (but subthreshold) 
amounts of j to i without affecting the detectability of 
the compound stimulus. This will still be determined 
by the response to i. 

In order to test these two predictions. we measured 
the dependence of the threshold for a compound 
stimulus upon the relative presence of two component 
disparity gratings of different spatial frequencies. The 
single-mechanism model predicts a lowering of the 
threshold for detection of a compound stimulus when 
increasing (but still subthreshold) amounts of either 
component are added. In our measurements we also 
sampled two phase-combinations of the components 
in order to reveal any effects phase might have had. 
On the other hand, the multiple-mechanism model 
predicts that substantial additions of one component 
should not affect the threshold for the compound (if 
the spatial frequencies of the components are suffi- 
ciently different). since only the most detectable of 
two independently detected components will deter- 
mine the threshold of the compound. In addition. for 
multiple and independent mechanisms. the phase of 
the components should not matter. 

Methods 

Initial measurements were made df the threshold for dis- 
parity gratings over a range of spatial frequencies from 
0.35 to 3.5 c/deg. The amplitude sensitivity function for two 
observers is shown in Fig. 3. Notice that the peak of the 
sensitivity function is between 0.5 and 0.8c/deg. which is 
considerably lower than the peak sensitivity to pulse pre- 
sentations of luminance gratings at comparable durations 
(Nachmias, 1967). This conforms to an earlier finding of 
Tyltr’s (1974). Note further that while the high spatial fre- 
quency se_ment of the two observer’s curves overlap 
closely. there is a marked divergence in the lower spatial 
frequency portion of the curves. It is possible that this 
result could have relevance to the commonly observed. but 

little understood. phenomenon of the wide range of indivi- 
dual difference in the speed and ease with which observers 
perceive forms in random-dot stereograms. 

Next. experiments were run to determine sensitivity to 
simple and compound gratings. Sessions were arranged in 
which eight concurrent thresholds were measured. Two of 
these conditions involved the remeasurement of the thresh- 
old for each of two simple gratings. These gratings always 
had frequencies in the ratio of I : 3 and may be denoted by ./‘ 
and 31: Conditions 3 through 5 consisted of the determina- 
tion of the threshold for compound stimuli that were com- 
posed of both/and 3f as components. These c’omponents 
were combined in peaks-subtract mode. or as we shall refer 
to it, O- phase. in all three conditions. both components 
were always present in the compound in some fixed pro- 
portion. relative to their own respective independent 
thresholds as they had been previously estimated. This can 
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Fig. 3. Threshold disparit) modulation amplitude Js a 
function of spatial frequency for the two observers. Vertkl 
bars show 2 I SD around each point. Same data is plotted 
on two ordinates: the reciprocal of the threshold amplitude 
in degrees (left). and the threshold amplitude in seconds of 

arc (right\. 

be expressed as Collows. Let .-II and ,A,, refer to the dtspar- 
ity modulation ampiitudes at threshold off’and 3f: respect- 
tvely. and let ,4). and A31 refer to the amplitudes of the /‘ 
and 3,l‘components in the compound grating at any given 
amplitude. Then. for example. if the fixed proportion is 
unity: 

AI. A,r -= -. 
A; Ai, 

More generally. this fixed proportion can be expressed by 
the ratio shown in equation (I). and that ratio can take on 
values other than I. 

This ratio can be denoted R: any compound stimulus can 
then be denoted Ri,) The first subscript indicates the value 
of R. while the second subscript refers to the angular phase 
of the two components in the compound. The condition 
just described is thus RI.,,. In two other conditions, thef 
component was always present to either twice or one-half 
the degree of the 3f component, each relative to its own 
threshold. Thus, these conditions are described as RL.O and 
Ro.j,o, Finally, conditions 6 through 8 involved measure- 
ment of thresholds for compounds in which the pro- 
portionate amplitudes off and 3f were as in the previous 
three conditions, but the components were combined in 
peaks-add, or 180’ phase. These conditions were denoted 
R L.lSO. R2.1~0. and Ro.~.~so. For observer RS we studied 
three different values ofjand 31.: 0.5 and 1.5 cideg, 0.7 and 
2.1 cdeg, and 0.87 and 2.62c;deg. All eight conditions of 
the first pair were repeated three times while the 8 condi- 
tions of the other two pairs were repeated twice each. For 
observer L.4 we only examined 0.7 and 2.1 c/deg and 
repeated-the eight conditions three times. In addition, for 
observer RS, we measured thresholds for a few other values 
of R in two smaller sessions in each of which only four 
conditions were concurrently run. In each case, in addition 
to remeasurement of thresholds for f and 3f, we measured 
thresholds for a different pair of compound stimuli. In one 
case 1’ and 3f were 0.7 and 2.1 c/deg and we measured 
thresholds for R,.5.,80 and R0.67.,80. In the other case f 
and 3~” were 0.87 and 2.62 s’deg and we examined R1.3,0 
and R0.8.0. Both sets of four conditions were repeated three 
times. 

In setting a compound stimulus to threshold. the com- 
puter always modified the stimulus from trial to trial so 
that the component with the physically larger amplitude 

~;ls moduied m 2.5” drc steps. and the lesser amphtude 
component wds adjusted accordingI> to keep R constant. 
All eight IYour) conditions Mere run concurrentI>. uirh ths 

computer randomzing order of presentdrlon. a> before. 

In order to summarize the data. vve have pooled the 
data over replications of conditions. In Fig 4 we show 

plotted the averaged amplitude of the 3,t’component 

present in each compound at threshold. versus the 
averaged amplitude of the1‘compound present in the 

same compound stimulus. We have expressed these 
amplitudes as fractions of the concurrently deter- 

mined values of Ai and A,,-. the independent thresh- 
olds of each component of the compound stimulus. 
As described in the legend to Fig. 1. difTerent symbols 

represent different spatial frequency values off‘and 3Je. 
while solid and open symbols represent 0’ (peaks-sub- 
tract) and 180 (peaks-add) phases. respectively. The 

points marked by diamonds on the ordinate and abs- 

cissa are. by definition, the thresholds of each of the 

components alone. as estimated b:: the concurrently 

made measurements. 
Examine first the points clustering near the coor- 

dinate (1.0. 0.5). These points represent the results of 
the RZ conditions. (This notation v.ill be used to refer 

to a particular amplitude ratio collapsed across the 

two phase conditions.) As can be seen. when the R1 
compound stimulus is at its threshold, the 1. com- 
pound is still present just at its ovvn threshold ampli- 

tude. while the 3]component is present at jO”,, of its 
independent threshold amplitude. Similarly. the 
points near the (0.5. I.01 coordinate are data for the 

1 ‘1, I 
021 \ / 
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Fig. 1. Results of experiment I. Horizontal axis shows 
amplitude of /’ component, relative to its independent 
threshold. when the compound of which it is a part is at its 
threshold. Vertical axis shows same ior 3f component. 
Observer RS (stimulus duration = 50 msec): l . o = 0.52 - 
1.56 c’deg: n . LX = 0.7 + 2.1 c,‘deg: A, & = 0.57 + 3.62 
cldeg. Observer LA (duration = 1OOmsec): , 0 = 0.7 f 
2.1 cdeg. Solid symbols = 0’ (peaks-subtract) phase. 
open symbols = 180’ (peaks-add) phase. Diamonds on 
axes are single component thresholds. Diagonal line is pre- 
diction of one version of single-channel model for I80 
phase. Vertical and horizontal lanes are prediction of mul- 
tiple channel model with narrow tuning and no probability 
summation. Dotted line is fit of probability summation 

model: see text for description. 
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Rn.s condition. and it can be seen that when the Ro,$ 
compound stimulus is at its threshold. the 3f com- 
ponent is still present at its independent threshold 
amplitude, while thefcomponent is present at 5Op/, of 
its threshold amplitude. Finally, the R, compound is 
at threshold when each component is at approxi- 
mately 85% of its own independent threshold, and the 
other R conditions occupy various intermediate 
values between these extremes. It also is evident that 
the phase of the two components does not systemati- 
cally affect the detectability of any of the compound 
stimuli. 

It is interesting that the spatial phase of the two 
components did not affect the observer’s sensitivity to 
the compound grating, even though the manipulation 
of phase resulted in substantial change in the peak-to- 
peak disparity. For example, if a component at f c/deg 
has disparity amplitude A3 when at its own threshold, 
then adding a 3j’component at SOO,:, of its threshold 
amplitude. A$,/Z. results in a compound grating with 
peak amplitude equal to (0.38 A) + A;,/t) in peaks- 
subtract phase and (AT + A;,!2) in peaks-add phase. 
Concretely, for observer RS when f = 0.87 c/deg. A$ 
was found to be equal to 2.4 x A;. Hence, for the 
example just given. the maximum amplitude of the RL 
compound at threshold (expressed relative to AT) was 
1.58 ;I) in peaks-subtract phase and 2.2 A; in peaks- 
add phase. Yet both these compounds were found to 
be equally detectable. and moreover. were no more 
detectable than f alone at amplitude Aj. (These facts 
about phase are, of course. only interesting if a peak- 
to-peak detection mechanism is assumed. In contrast, 
a detection device which integrated disparity over 
space would respond identically to both phases.) 

The results confirm that for the RI1 and R,.5 com- 
pound depth gratings. threshold is reached only when 
at least one of the components is at its own indepen- 
dent threshold. and phase does not matter. Remark- 
ably, the threshold for a cyclopean disparity grating 
off c/deg is unaffected by the presence of another 
disparity grating of 31 or (f/3) c/deg, at 507; of its 
own threshold modulation amplitude. As was dis- 
cussed in the introduction, this result is the prediction 
of the multiple-channel mode) and is inconsistent with 
the single-channel model. We conclude that the detec- 

’ The data reported here have greater curvature than 
comparable points reported by Graham and Nachmias 
(197i). but Graham er ul. (1978) report data nearly identi- 
cat to ours. The difference in these authors’ results. it 
seems. lies largely in the use by Graham YI ul. of a pro- 
cedure in which single trials of different concurrently 
measured stimuli are randomly intermixed. while Graham 
and Nachmias blocked trials with a part&tar stimulus. 
Graham et ~1. suggest that intermixing stimuli causes a 
“frequency uncertainty effect” leading to a relative decrease 
in the detectability of simple gratings but not of compound 
gratings as compared to estimates from blocked runs. This 
naturally kdds to greater curvature in “independence 
plots” like Fig. I. With regard to the blocking of stimuli. 
our procedure was somewhat intermediate between the 
two. since all conditions were run concurrently. but only 
on ascending runs was there “frequency uncertainty”. We 
feel that our data does not. consequently. exaggerate the 
degree of independence that actually exists. 

tion of disparity-modulated cyclopean gratings is 
mediated by channels selectively tuned to the. spatial 
frequency of modulation, analogously to what occurs 
in the luminance domain. 

When 0.5 < R c 2. however. the two components 
can be at somewhat lesser an amplitude than their 
independent threshold amplitudes. This may reflect, 
in some part. probability summation between mech- 
anisms detecting the two components. and in some 
part, lack of complete independence between these 
mechanisms.’ Without knowledge of either the degree 
to which noise in the mechanisms is correlated. of the 
“steepness” of each mechanism’s response function, or 
of the spatial frequency tuning width of the mechan- 
isms, it is impossible to evaluate the contribution of 
each factor. 

However. we have obtained a good fit to the data 
based on the expression (+lr;A;P + (.A3/:;lj,)p = I. 
with p = 4.25 (shown as dotted curve in Fig. 4). In 
this expression (derived in the appendix to Graham et 
al.. 3978). the exponent p reflects the “steepness” of 
each mechanism’s psychometric function (probability- 
of-seeing curve) according to the Weibuli function- 
type parameterization suggested by Quick (1974): 
lower values of p would express increased opportunity 
for probability summation. Preliminary direct 
measurements of the psychometric function for one 
observer suggested that a value of p in the range 3-5 
is probably correct. though a precise estimate. using 
this method, will evidently be difficult to obtain. 

EXPERlXlEST 2 

Inrronuctior? 

In this experiment we sought to measure the spatial 
frequency sensitivity bandwidth of the mechanisms 
whose existence was indicated by the results of the 
first experiment. We used the threshold elevation 
technique of Pantle and Sekuier (1968) and Blake- 
more and Campbell (1969) to demonstrate selective 
adaptation of individual mechanisms. We measured 
the threshold amplitudes of disparity gratings follow- 
ing prolonged inspection of an adapting grating of a 
fixed spatial frequency and compared these with 
thresholds for the same stimuli without adapting. It is 
of interest to see (a) if any change in threshold occurs 
(in particular, an elevation) and (b) if so. how the 
change in threshold varies as the spatial frequency of 
the test grating is altered relative to that of the adapt- 
ing grating. While the precise mechanism of threshold 
elevation is not well understood. it is generally 
believed that any threshold elevation is due to the 
consequences of prolonged activity of the mechan- 
ism(s) active during adaptation. Test patterns detected 
by adapted mechanisms will show threshold elevation 
while thresholds of those test patterns which are not 
normally detected by the adapted mechanisms will be 
unaffected by adaptation. By using a variety of test 
stimuli. an estimate of the sensitivity profile of the 
underlying mechanism can be determmed. 

In conducting this experiment. we also were inter- 
ested in seeing if we could show the existence of band- 
pass channels using a different paradigm than the 
compound grating technique used in the first experi- 
ment. 
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The apparatus &as the same as tn the previous expert- 

mmt. Observers adapted to suprathreshold amplitude- 
modulated cyclopean d~spartty gratmgs by slouiy movtng 

their eyes up and doun the central part of the stereoscoptc 
screen. perpendicular to the bars in depth. whtte tinatin_r 
the modulating surface. This procedure ~9s designed to 

eliminate Itxnl disparit: aftereffects (Blakemore and Julesz. 
1971) by insuring that each visual cortex Io~ation to which 

OUT stimuli projected uas exposed to every disparity which 
was used. That the procedure %as ctfective is indicated by 

the absence of any perceived negative aftereffect in depth. 

an effect which can be readily observed after staring at a 

fixed point on a disparity grating for only a few seconds. 
Observers adapted to a dispaiity grating whose steady- 

state amplitude was three times the previously determined 
threshold amplitude for brief presentations of that spatial 
frequency. The end of the initial Adaptation period. which 
lasted jmin. was indicated by two rapid blinks of the 
screen. which lasted 3Xl msec. and which were followed by 

the zero disparity conditioning tield. lrnrn~di~~t~ly there 

began a threshold d~termin~ttion for a test grating using 

the method of limits described in the General Methods 
section. Two modifications were made in the procedure in 

order to Insure that any adaptation that occurred remained 
robust: after each three trials IS SK of adaptation was in- 

terposed. Also. each time the ascending or descendmg cri- 
terion ~3s reached. 43 set of adaptation uas interposed. 

A session involved measurement of the threshold for one 

test spatial frequent) and consisted of four ascending and 
four descending runs. ,A.gain. threshold was the average or 

these cig,ht jetting. Observer RS adapted to two spatial 
freqwnors. 0.52 and 1.57 c deg. and observer LA adapted 
I\> I 4 c deg. Thxsholds foilo\v ing adaptation were 

measured for rhc adupting spatial frequency and a repte- 
srntatite number OF other spartai frequenctss. As hcforc. 

sttmulus durattan ~a5 _ %I msec for RS and IN) mscc for 

LA-\. 

We sttmtxtrized the data by computing 3 threshold 

elevation index {TEI) for each test spatial frequency 

me examined. This was done by taking the ratio of the 

threshold determined in the adaptation procedure to 
the average of 5 to 8 measures of the unadapted 
threshold. for each spatial frequency. For con- 

si’nirncc. \ve then subtracted one from this ratio. This 

formuta results in a TEI of zero when no threshold 

efsvatmn occurs and a TEI of 1.0 when threshold has 
been exactly doubled. 

In order to be sure that ;Iny change in threshold 

which might have occurred uould not be due simpib 
to a change in procedure (viz. the somewhat tedious 

interposition of length? adaptation sequences between 

and within threshold runs). we performed several esri- 
mations of threshold using the adaptation procedure 

but with the zero-disparity conditioning field as the 

adapting stimulus. Thresholds determmed in this 

fashion were indistinguishable from thresholds 
measured without the adaptation sequences. justifying 

the comparisons we made m computing the TEI. 

Figure 5 exhibits the resulting indices for both 
observers. The ordinate shows the TEI as a function 

of the spatial frequency of the test grating. which is 
plotted on the abscissa. DitTerent symbols show differ- 
ent adaptation frequencies. and arrows near the abs- 
cissa show the spntiaf freyuencj of the respectike 

adapting gratings. In ail cases the TEI is greatest near 

the adapting frequency and falls OH: on both sides. as 

the spatial frequency of the test grating becomes in- 
creasingly dissimilar to that of the adapting grating. 

That the inverted L’-shape of the TEI cur\es is not 

due to experimentat error is indicated by the high 
reliability of our threshold estimates for simple dis- 

parity gratings befort: adaptation (see Fig. 3). For 
both observers. these estimates had an average st;in- 
dard deviation of about 7”,, of the threshold ampli- 
tude at each spatial frequent;. Conscquentlq. ;I 

threshold estimate lying 2 SD umts ;tbove the before- 
adaptation estimate gives ;tn average TEI of oni’! 0.15 
for both LA and RS. Our eirects IX ~,eti outside this 

confidence interval and are thus e:\tremelc unlikei! 

the result of chance. 
In order to appreciate more full! the elevation fall- 

off shown in Fig. 5, we repiot in Fig. 6 the data oi 
Fig. 5 normalized for spatial frequency. with values 

on the abscissa now expressed as octaves from the 

adapting spatial frequency. The TEI curves can be 
seen to have a full-bandwidth at half-amplitude in the 
range of 2-Z octaces. This value is somewhat larger 

than the bandwidth of mechanisms tuned to the spa- 
tiaf frequency of iuminance modulation. estimated to 

be about one octake (Blakemore and Campbell. 1969: 

W,* E;50ms 

4 LA, looms 

TARGET GRATING: CYCLES/DEGREE 

Fig. 5. Results of experiment 1. Abscissa: spatial frequency of disparity modulation of targets whose 
threshold was measured following adaptation to a disparity-grating. Each symbol represents a different 
adapting pattern: the spatial frequency of each adapting disparity-grating is shown by an arrow near the 
abscissa. Ordinate: threshold elevation index (disparity modulation amplitude threshold ufier adapting 
L threshold for same target b&-e adapting. minus 1.0). Peak elevation occurs near adapting frequency 

and falls off as target frequency tncreasingly differs from adapting frequency. 
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TARGET GI?ATING.OCTAVES FROM ADAPTING FREQUENCY 

.Fig. 6. Same data as shown in Fig. 5, replotted on new 
abscissa which shows target spatial frequency expressed in 
octaves from adapting frequency: (log (target frequency + 
adapting frequency) + log 2). This “normalizes” each curve 

on a logarithmic axis. Ordinate is the same as in Fig. 5. 

Stromyer and Jblesz. 1972; Graham. 1972) or less 
(De Valois. 1977). If we can assume that the mechan- 
isms revealed by adaptation are the same as those 
studied in the first experiment. then it is evident that a 
mechanism with peak sensitivity at f‘cdeg also has 
substantial sensitivity at 3fc/deg. This could, in part. 
explain why in Experiment I the points for R = I fall 
somewhat closer to the origin than do comparable 
points in the study by Graham and Nachmias (1971). 

We would however like to suggest caution in the 
interpretation of our tuning estimate since this fieure 
may be influenced considerably by the characteriitics 
of our display. In particular, we hav-e not explored the 
effects on tuning width of changing the spatio-tem- 
poral characteristics of the dynamic noise or of syste- 
matically manipulating the stimulus duration. As a 
final caution. we cannot prove that the mechanisms 
estimated by simple vs compound grating detection 
are indeed the same as those estimated by the adap- 
tation technique. Nevertheless. our evidence does 
point to the existence of multiple. broadly tuned 
“cyclopean’* spatial frequency channels. 

Finally. it is worth noting that there seems to be a 
high degree of spatial frequency selectivity even at 
0.52 c.‘deg, which corresponds to a fairly slow rate of 
change of disparity. Some hint that this might be 
observed was given by Tyler (1975b) who observed 
that stereoscopic resolution of sinusoidal variations in 
classical line stimuli is limited to much lower fre- 
quencies than is monocular resolution of sinusoidal 
variation. 

DISCUSSIOS 

We summarize our conclusions by the following 
two points: First, the summation experiment (experi- 
‘ment 1) permits us to conclusively reject a sir\gle- 
channel pooling model of global stereopsis. This 
model may be rejected for both the case where the 
detection mechanism is a peak disparity detector or a 
total disparity detector. 

Second. the adaptation experiment (experiment 2) 
both confirms this conclusion. through the demon- 
stration of selective adaptation, and further suggests 
that the pooling mechanisms possess a rather broad 

sensitivity to the spatial frequency of disparity modu- 
lation. This interpretation is valid under the following 
assumptions. Since we used a ranye of test stimuli to 
probe the effects of adaptation at one spatial fre- 
quency. in order to be able to infer the spectral sensi- 
tivity of a single mechanism we assume that all the 
mechanisms involved in our experimental conditions 
have approximately the same tuning characteristic. In 
this case the tuning characteristic of a sinylr mechan- 
ism is simply the threshold elevation curve of Fig. 6 
reflected about its main vertical axis. 

A second assumption that must be made is that 
threshold elevation is proportional to the effective 
strength of the adapting stimulus. If threshold eleva- 
tion increases more slowly than linearly with in- 
creases in the strength of the adapting stimulus. then 
the curves in Fig. 6 are over-estimates of bandwidth. 
Alternatively. if threshold elevation grows more 
rapidly than linearly, then these are under-estimates 
of tuning breadth. 

Cormasr hrtwerr~ difirrrlf kinds ofchnek 

It might be useful to clarify the difference between 
the present results and those supporting the idea of 
“disparity channels”. Of the latter sort are those 
showing that the spatial frequency-selective threshold 
elevation effect for luminance gratings is greatest 
when the test and adapting pattern are viewed at the 
same disparity (Blakemore and Hague, 1972: Felton 
et al.. 1972). Those studies have shown that luminance 
domain channels are tuned not only for spatial fre- 
quency and orientation but also for disparity. Also in 
this class is the negative aftereffect in depth with ran- 
dom-dot stereoscopic figures reported by Blakemore 
and Julesz (1971) and the perceived-depth-shift after- 
effect reported by Mitchell and Baker (1973). 

Additionally. our results should be distinguished 
from those showing that in global stereopsis-that 
resulting from fusion of random-element half-images 
-the global mechanisms have similar selectivities in 
each eye for the spatial frequency of luminance modu- 
lation (Kaufman and Pitblado, 1965: Julesc 1971 pp. 
90-102; Julesz and Miller, 1975; Frisby and Mayhew, 
1977). Julesz and Miller, for example, showed that 
stereopsis for two-dimensional spatial frequency 
bandpass filtered random-dot images was unaffected 
by two-dimensional filtered noise with a band 2 
octaves distant from that of the stereogram, while 
stereopsis was entirely disrupted when the noise band 
overlapped that of the stereogram. 

For the results we have reported, every stimulus 
condition involved precisely identical spatial and tem- 
poral frequencies of luminance modulation. The 
manipulation always involved a change in the spatial 
pattern of binocular correlation between the noise in 
each eye’s view. The characteristics of the noise itself 
did not change. Our only experimental manipulation 
was the distribution in space of disparity information. 

In order to understand more clearly our domain of 
stimulation. consider Fig. 7a. Here we have depicted a 
schematic for the cortical structure which likely un- 
derlies early stereoscopic processing. The intersections 
of the matrix represent a subset of binocular disparity 
selective neurons all tuned to locations in a single 
horizontal plane of visual space. The neurons are 
labeled (in arbitrary anatomical coordinates) with 



reference to their sources of innervation on the two 
retinae. Such a matrix has been called a binocular 
neural projection field bk Boring (19331. (For clarity. 
we portray the field as a discrete matria. but each 
detector should be considered to have a small sensi- 
tivit, spread in all directions: also. the density of 
detectors is assumed to be very great.) These detectors 
represent cortical neurons of a type observed by many 
investigators (for summary. see Julesz. 1978). All 
detectors lying on a line having a giben coordinate in 
a particular ele are detectors with the same “line-of- 
sight” in that eye. As another example, all detectors 
having identical binocular coordinates (e.g. jj) are sen- 
sitive to binocular stimulation at anatomically corre- 
sponding points. In the lower part of the projection 
field of Fig. 7a. we have portrayed an illustrative sinu- 
soidal curve, which depicts the neural projection of a 
sinusoidal disparity input. It was the wavelength of 
this sinusoidal input that uas varied across condi- 
tions. 

A low-spatial frequency disparity grating consisted 
of disparity cues.between the right and left eye’s im- 
ages which changed S/OIV/J; and sinusoidally as a func- 
tion of space: a high-spatial frequency disparity grat- 
ing’s disparity cues changed Itlore yuicU_~ as a func- 
tion of space. We interpret our finding of multiple 
channels for this particular parameter of stimulation 
to mean that in the human visual system. there are 
mechanisms for detecting broad surfaces in depth, 
where depth changes are small with changes in spatial 
position. and that there are separate and independent 
mechanisms for detecting abrupt changes in depth. 
This suggests that the visual system has channels 
where broad spatial pooling among mechanisms 
tuned to the same disparity occurs and other channels 
where only narrow pooling occurs. In other words, at 
a place in the visual system at or beyond thz locus 

FIQ. 7. (a): Schematic portrayal of cortical structure for 
earlq stages of stereoscopic processing. For description. see 
text. lb): Schematic for higher-level stereoscopic processing 
exhibiting. in particular. selectivity for the spatial frequency 

of disparit) modulation: dtscrlbed more fully in text. 

H here binocular convergence occurs. the visual scene 
is dissected into separate channels selecti\elq tuned to 
different SiOpZS of depth changes. i.e. selectively sensi- 
tiie to diferent calues oi ths iirst dsrivati\s of dispar- 

it) ;lS a function of space. 

$4 central problem in global stereopsis concerns the 
accomplishmenr of a single. dense. depth surface and 
the suppression of numerous subsidiary surfaces 
which might arise due to the essential ambiguity of 
local stereoscopic cues: a related issue involves the 
resulting global stability of the stereopsis system (see. 
ior example. Julesz and Johnson. 1965: Fender and 
Julesz. 1967: Julesz and Chang. 1976). Several current 
“cooperative” models of stereopsis (e.g. Julesz. I97 I. 
1978; Sperling. 1970: Dev. 1975: Nelson. 1975, 1977: 
>lJrr and Poggio. 1976: Marr rr (II.. 1975) derive a 
solution to rhis problem by invoking some degree of 
global and non-linear spatial pooling 1i.e. Of cooper- 
ativity). of disparity selective -‘analytic” units tuned to 
approximately the same disparity. and some degree of 
recurrent inhibition among units differing in disparit! 
tuning. 

An analogy may be drawn between such a cooper- 
ative mechanism for strreopsis and certain visual pro- 
cesses of the retina. One function of the retina. carried 
out bq the photoreceptors. is to register the spatial 
distribution of light energy falling on the eye. Simi- 
larl>, one function of the stereopsis system must be to 
represent the spatial pattern of disparity which results 
from binocular viewing. Cooperative processing is 
required because even this most basic task is complex. 
as revealed by random-dot stimulation. As the conse- 
quence of cooperative processing. noise is eliminated 
and stable and correct disparity detection takes place. 

In the case of the luminance domain. mechanisms 
subsequent to the receptors must exist to carry out 
processing in the interests of higher perceptual func- 
tions; much has already been learned about their 
nature. Little attention. however. has been paid to the 
mechanisms which. analogously, must continue the 
processing of disparity information. And. just as spa- 
tial frequency selectivity in the luminance domain im- 
plies an organization beyond that of photoreceptor 
detection. ~\e believe the existence of the mechanisms 
Eve habe investigated implies an organization beyond 
that of disparity detection. Thus. mechanisms selec- 
tive for ths spatial frsquency of disparity modulation 
could represent an early stage in stereo-form process- 
ing. What might be the structure of these mechan- 
Isms’l 

Let us examine tirst the sort of model most fre- 
quentlq proposed for global stereopsis. One version of 
such a model (Nelson. 1973) results in an iterated 
local neural spread function in which each disparit! 
detecting neuron exerts inhibitory or facilitatory force 
upon its neighbors in the disparity or space domain. 
respectively. This is basically a single-channel model 
in which there is fairly broad excitatory pooling (and 
virtually no inhibition) along a spatial domain com- 
bined with broad inhibitor) pooling along a disparit: 
domain. One of the Lveaknesses of such a single-chan- 

nel model is that while it can explain why broad 
stereo surfaces can be generated with only a very low 
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density of random dots (see for example. Julesz, f 97 I. 
Fig. 4.5-j). it cannot explain why stereogram-gener- 
ated objects in the cyclopean field are perceived with 
sharp corners and edges. How is the high spatial fre- 
quency component mediated? Also. such a model fails 
to account for the existence of low stereo frequency 
band-limitation, which we observe in both the overall 
amplitude sensitivity function (Fig. 3) and in indivi- 
dual adaptation curves (Fig. 5). 

Our results indicate that such a model of cooperat- 
ivity among disparity analytic units must be modified 
or at least supplemented jn the following regards. 
First. the system has multiple independent channels. 
each characterized by different spatial extents or 
pooling. The low. spatial frequency channels are char- 
acterized by more extensive pooling, even among 
small-disparity mechanisms: ~orres~ndingly, the 
high spatial frequency channels are characterized by 
relatively local pooling of disparity information. This 
allows different mechanisms to mediate the percep 
tion of large surfaces which are fairly homogeneous in 
depth and an independent set of mechanisms to 
mediate the perception of highly curved surfaces in 
depth. Stereo-edges would then be perceived via the 
latter type of channel. 

Secondly, the channels, as measured in Exper- 
iment 2, are bandwidth-limited, both on the high and 
low spatial frequency side. This indicates the presence 
of inhibition along the spatial domain: the pooling of 
units which are sensitive to the same disparity has a 
spatial characteristic of an excitatory-center anta- 
gonistic-Rank type. Such inhibitory flanks would lead 
to low-hequency insensitivity as the result of a de- 
crease in response when a flat or nearly-flat segment 
of a stereo-surface exceeds a characteristic extent. 
Anstis ec 6x1. If 978) reached a similar conclusion based 
on their observation of a stereoscopic-depth analogue 
OF the Craik-O’Brien-Cornsweet illusion. 

One possible organization which would be success- 
ful in modeling our results is hierarchical: a schematic 
is provided in Fig. 7b. It is possible that higher-order 
integrating units pool the responses of spatially neigh- 
boring detector-level units of simifar disparity tuning 
such that there is antagonism between flanking 
regions. Different higher-order units might have cen- 
tral excitatory input from spatial regions of varying 
size, but each higher-order unit would have jnhibito~ 
inputs from spatially adjacent regions of the same dis- 
parity as the center region. In Fig. 7b, two higher- 
order units are illustrated, each with a fixed configur- 
ation of input from detector elements of the neural 
projection field (Fig. 7a). One unit is shown with a 
small extent of spatial pooling, the other with a larger 
pooling extent. We assume that many different extents 
can and do exist. The optimal stereoscopic stimulus 
for such a unit would be a surface that had fusable 
pattern at the critical disparity but only over the 
region of space just covered by the center of the unit*s 
“cyclopean receptive field”; in the flanks of this 
“receptive field” an absence of fusable pattern at the 
critical disparity would be the optimal feature. The 
sine-wave shown in Fig. 7b is such an optimal stimu- 
lus for the low frequency selective unit. If the central 
region of pattern were too large or too small for a 
given higher-order unit, then the inhibitory region 
would be stimulated or the central region would be 
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under-stimulates respectively, and the response of 
that unit would be sub-optimal. For the high fre- 
quency selective unit of Fig. 7b, the former obtains 
and the sine-wave shown would cat&e little or no 
activity. 

Populations with different “cyclopean receptive 
field” center size would thus respond best to different 
spatial frequencies of disparity modulation. However. 
the spatial frequency tuning of all higher-order units 
would be broad. Since Tyler (1975a) found tilt-after- 
effects using disparity gratings. the “receptive fields” 
we describe might well be elongated and orientation- 
selective. Finally, we note that it is possible to devise 
a simple arrangement of the tuned excitatory and 
tuned inhibitory depth-sensitive cells discovered by 
Poggio and Fischer (1977) which could easily achieve 
the organi~ttion we describe. 
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